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at 4%–5%,4 5 with an annual incidence
rate of 1%–4% (depending on age and
MMR gene). These surveillance-
Management strategies for the affected
detected cancers are usually identified at
colonoscopic surveillance of
an early stage and are thus associated
with good survival outcomes. The prevapeople with Lynch syndrome
of colorectal cancer in this patient
during the COVID-19 pandemic lence
population at the time of their scheduled screening colonoscopy is therefore
The recent publication of UK guide- higher than the 3% threshold used for
lines for the management of hereditary urgent 2-week wait (2WW) referred of
colorectal cancer1 immediately preceded patients with suspected cancer symptoms according to National Institute for
the COVID-19 pandemic.
We commend the response by the Health and Care Excellence guidelines
6
British Society of Gastroenterology (BSG) (NG12).
We therefore propose, as in interim
relating to GI endoscopy activity amidst
this pandemic.2 Such urgent measures are solution, the use of faecal immunochemrequired to curtail the rate and breadth of ical test (FIT) as a method of risk stratificoronavirus transmission throughout the cation of individuals with Lynch syndrome
country, and we are of the belief that the who are due surveillance colonoscopy,
adherence to these guidelines during the which may not currently be possible to
early stages of this global pandemic was provide easily. FIT, with a low cut-off at
crucial in saving lives, and further guid- 10 µg/g faeces detects 90% of cancers in
ance relating to the ‘recovery’ phase will be low-risk symptomatic primary care popu7
crucial in delivering diagnostic and cancer lations. However, with the roll-out of FIT
in secondary care for symptomatic 2WW
preventing endoscopic interventions.
Though the emergency endoscopy patients, endoscopy services throughout
COVID-19 guidance expressed clear the country are now inundated with the
and justified recommendations for the task of deploying FIT kits as a strategic
suspension of these services in non- intervention in colonoscopy prioritisation.
In addressing the need of people with
urgent or routine screening populations,
the management of patients deemed as Lynch syndrome, we have collectively
being ‘high risk’ and subsequently prior- developed and are rolling out a clinical
itised for colonoscopy during this time is service pilot proposal entitled ‘Rapid evalnot currently well defined. For example, uation of FIT levels in individuals with
specific guidance for surveillance of indi- a Lynch syndrome pathogenic variant to
viduals with conditions such as Lynch determine a revised threshold for colosyndrome appeared vague in some state- noscopy in response to the COVID-19
ments and altogether omitted from early pandemic’. In our interim testing pathway,
patients with a FIT level of 10 µg/g
guidance announcements.3
Lynch syndrome is an inherited cancer faeces or greater will be prioritised for
predisposition syndrome defined by the urgent colonoscopic surveillance. We do
presence of pathogenic or germline vari- not envisage that FIT will permanently
ants within any one of the mismatch repair replace colonoscopy as the primary
(MMR) genes. Lynch syndrome is known method of surveillance for people with
to affect up to 1:125 of the UK popula- Lynch syndrome, but suggest that it is
tion and presents a high lifetime risk of an appropriate solution during a public
colorectal cancer (observed anywhere health emergency. Additionally, the role of
between 10% and 47% dependent on age FIT as a less invasive surveillance strategy
has the potential to avoid harm to these
and MMR mutation).4
In this patient population, routine patients and complement colonoscopy as
2-
yearly colonoscopy may have been the primary modality.
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colonoscopy for the indefinite future.
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